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CLARK LUNBERRY TO LECTURE SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14 FROM 4-6 PM AT STORY & SONG BOOKSTORE

Clark Lunberry is an Associate Professor in the Department of English at the University of North Florida. Along with his interdisciplinary teaching and scholarship, Dr. Lunberry is a visual artist and poet who for several years has been designing and creating numerous “writing on water/writing on air” environmental poetry installations, incorporating large-scale words or phrases from poems, on water and windows. He has created poetry installations on the UNF campus, in Tokyo and Hiroshima, Japan; Paris, France; Toronto, Canada; Durham, England and, most recently, Uppsala, Sweden.

Curtis Meltzer was a long-time and much-valued member of the Amelia Lifelong Learning Board of Directors. He was also one of ALL’s most enthusiastic students, taking multiple courses each semester. This lecture honors Curtis’ memory and his love of learning.
Sunday, October 14 from 4-6 pm at Story & Song Bookstore, located at Amelia Park Town Center, 1430 Park Avenue at 14th Street, Fernandina Beach. The fee for the lecture is $10. The first 40 people to register will receive a copy of Dr. Lunberry’s book “Writing on Water/Writing on Air.”

For more information and to register visit www.amelialearning.com
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